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The hardwood secret nail wide board flooring,
with outstanding performance & easy installation.
Hurford Hardwood has developed “Fourteen” for people who love the look of wide hardwood boards
but don’t want the traditional top-nail appearance in their floor. Available in two sizes, 130mm x 14mm
and 180mm x 14mm and board lengths range from 0.6m to 4.5m.
Fourteen is available in a wide variety of species and grades, which insures it’s broad enough to
complement any design requirement. The Fourteen series is straight lined before profiling to produce
a straight, flat floor that is easier and quicker to install, Hurford Hardwood guarantees it.
For more info on Fourteen please contact us or visit the website...
Phone: +61(2) 6621 9886 Email: hardwood@hurfords.com.au
Website: www.hardwood.com.au
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What is it that makes the Australian Timber Flooring Association
what it is today? Ten years old with a continuing growth trend.
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It’s a question that we all should be asking ourselves and how
we as members and industry partners can participate actively
in the ATFA, in your association’s growth into the future.
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Your Board has been working across all sectors of our industry to
ensure strong governance, effective communication, lobbying within
industry and government sectors, all with the objective of providing
the member services and opportunities that are available through
the association’s considerable member service resources.
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In considering the above question, consider nominating as a Director,
joining your state committee, being active in your association
activities, training, expos, Flooring Awards and National Dinner.

Front cover
ATFA proudly celebrates 10 years,

The National Awards Dinner is a fantastic opportunity to
experience and acknowledge the excellence within ATFA.

with a snapshot of magazine
covers over the past decade.

With over 600 ATFA members how great would it be to get
an increase on the 2014 dinner (numbering 200) on the night.
Make it happen and get your tables booked early.
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Australian Timber Flooring Association
11 Oleander Ave Shelly Beach QLD 4551
ph 1300 361 693 | fax 1300 361 793
atfa.com.au | ABN 16 524 524 226

In closing, my heartfelt condolences to a Western Australian
ATFA member’s family, on the passing of a valued member.
Remember to give a mate a call, just to say g’day, how you doing?

Timber Floors may not be produced in whole or part
without the written consent of the publisher. Views
expressed within this publication are not necessarily
the opinions of the editors or publisher. Whilst all efforts
are made to ensure the accuracy and truthfulness of
stories included in this issue, the writers, editors and
publisher cannot be held responsible for inaccurate
information supplied for publication. Timber Floors also
holds no responsibility for any advertisements printed
in this magazine that may be deemed inaccurate.

Be well, stay healthy, keep busy.
John Hollis, President
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update June 2015

CEO update
Mid-year and generally the industry
sentiment is still positive, with perhaps
the exception of Western Australia where
contractors continue to signal poor quoting
levels. The positive sentiment has also
transferred to ATFA membership levels,
now exceeding 600 nationally.
The fast upturn of jobs in the months prior to Christmas
had some negative aspects though, with inspection levels
increasing markedly due to rushed work and timelines
– thankfully, rarely to do with ATFA member businesses.
The moral of this story is to not bite off more than one
can chew, as it’s likely to bite one back twice as badly. By
all means work hard, but please don’t take shortcuts – it
just leaves a bad taste for the rest of the industry.
Now is timely to remind members that it’s time to submit your
member accreditation application, in weeks the accreditation
system will switch over to the new system, wiping all the old
records from the system – including against member ATFA
website listings. Only those who have completed the new
application phase successfully will be loaded to the website

Don’t forget to visit the store
on the ATFA website, check out
the new ATFA merchandise,
including polo shirts, t-shirts
and quoting satchels.
While it’s mid-year, there are still many activities
planned for the remainder of the year. These are always
enjoyable and a great opportunity to catch up with
other contractors, suppliers and manufacturers. Just
visit the ATFA website for full details of all activities.

for consumers to be aware of. The new accreditation system

Earlier this year ATFA made its debut in New Zealand.

provides consumers with greater assurance of a job well

We warmly welcome our cousins from across the strait

done and far better transparency about the contractor they

and look forward to many more of their businesses

are getting. Driving better consumer awareness and surety

joining our ranks. The first meeting was highly positive

will vastly improve work levels for ATFA members and in

and we’re already extending member numbers

particular for members with the new accreditation levels.

and setting up services within New Zealand.

Publications, such as this magazine and the very successful

Finally, don’t forget the Australian Awards Night and Dinner,

Product Buying Guide, are continuing to prove their worth in

it’s on 18th July in Melbourne, it’s not far off, so book now

promoting the industry and its members. This magazine has

to avoid disappointment. This event is always fantastic

gone from strength to strength since moving fully to ATFA

and only you attending will make it better. This year at

with fantastic support from Oven Creative who graphically lay

Showtime Event Centre on South Wharf in Melbourne,

out and produce the publication and take care of distribution

as well as celebrating the achievements, get down with

for us. We’re always looking for more contributors and

a fantastic band and laugh with Marty Fields who will MC

projects to report on, so please let us know about yours.

the night. We look forward to seeing you there!
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ATFA turns 10
Looking back it’s been a rollercoaster ride, though ATFA

8. Industry-wide communications via the ATFA

continues to be a barometer of what happens in and

Timber Floors magazine, Off-the-Floor e-bulletins,

to the industry. Ten years of service to the industry

electronic and social media, as well as good old

has surprised and surpassed all imaginations. Here’s

face-to-face discussion and presentations.

a snapshot of highlights for the past ten years:
1.

9. Promotion of the industry which has witnessed
timber flooring market share increase from 17% to

Achieved more than 600 members.

2. A wealth of technical literature covering all facets of

25%, in competition with other floor surfaces.
10. Market data capture and trend analysis

the timber flooring industry.

in absence of government data collection.

3. Peak industry status as the
go to organisation for all

All with just a staff of three and a

things timber flooring.

hardworking Board of Directors
who volunteer their time and own

4. An education and training

funds to support the industry.

system for members that is

ATFA also employs the

second to none, catering to

contribution of hardworking State Committees

over 2000 training places during this time.

dedicated to making the industry a better place.

5. A highly informative website attracting

Most importantly, ATFA is a product of its members;

approx. 3000 consumers per month.

it is owned by its members and will only thrive

6. An inspection system with 22 inspectors

more if all timber flooring operators support it.

conducting over 350 inspections per year.
7.

A national industry awards program celebrating the
expertise and craftsmanship of our industry.

ATFA
New
Techniques
Program
The ATFA
New Techniques
Program – handson installation, sand
and finish program
was conducted in
Brisbane in
April 2015.

The mission statement of ATFA is all about betterment
of the industry: you tell us – have we achieved it?

New Techniques Program participants and Instructors, Brisbane April 21 and 22.

In its new, more streamlined format,

including Chris Hunter, Jim Hilston,

a full group of members completed

Peter King and the always entertaining

all the hands-on elements of this

Barry Olszak. Thanks also to our

challenging program in two days

considerable list of sponsors –

and once again produced some

Embelton, Howard Sawmill, Lagler

outstanding floors, under the careful

Australia, J.Notaras and Sons, Loba

guidance of our seasoned instructors.

Australasia, Mapei, Parkside Timber,

The two days included a combination
of in-class activities combined with
practical hands-on activities and

Timber, SIA Abrasives, Sika, Synteko
and Queensland Timber Flooring.

demonstrations, in particular focusing

ATFA would like to recognise the

on many of the grey elements within the

considerable contribution by

industry and installing to manufacturer

NS Timber Flooring, who did an

guidelines or industry standard.

amazing job to host this program

Our considerable thanks to the
instructors led by Robert Clague
ISSUE 29 | 2015

Sain-Gobain Abrasives, Selleys, SE

and deal with many of the logistics
- our considerable thanks.
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Tips with Jacki Mitchell, Marketing and Business Expert

Ten key questions you need
to ask yourself today as a
business owner.
1. Do you have an
elevator pitch?

4. Do you multi-task?

8. Do you have an A Team?

Don’t multi-task. Research has proven

As a business owner it is important to

How would you describe what your

that multi-tasking (regardless of

get the experts around to support you.

gender) is ineffective. Focus on one

Even though you try to do everything,

task at a time, no matter how suave

it is a good idea to focus on your

you may look talking on the phone and

strengths. You most likely have a great

balancing your books at the same time.

accountant and get legal advice, the

business does in 60 seconds?
Practise a simple consistent
explanation. This first impression
will set the scene in the mind of

same applies to other business aspects

the person (or potential customer)

like social media, marketing and sales.

listening to you. This simple task will

9. Do you plan?

help you and those around you to
truly understand your business.

With business going through

2. Are you always improving?
Always look for ways to improve your
business. Listen, learn and watch.
Never become complacent even
when your business is doing well,
set aside regular time in your weekly
schedule and dedicate it specifically
to thinking up ways to improve. Follow
the leaders, success leaves clues!

unprecedented change, it is important

5. Are your social media
accounts active?

to look to the future. Use the SMART
Goals method (Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant and Time Bound).

If you have decided to have a

Plan something, Do it, Check what is

social media presence, don’t

working and what is not working and

ignore your accounts! There is

take Action to adjust it. As comedian

no turn-off for a consumer like a

Spike Milligan said, “We haven’t got

brand’s social media account that

a plan so nothing can go wrong!”

was last active months ago.
Many customers nowadays use social
media to make comments (both good
and bad) about your business so make
it a point to be there to engage them
on a regular basis. (Note: ATFA Social
Media Webinar is on 5 November 2015).

6. Are you reeling in
new customers?

10. Is your cash flow
working for you or
hindering your business?

place, be it as simple as a notepad

The easiest and cheapest way to

Cash flow is king in the small business

beside your bed, as sweaty as a jog

attract new customers is through

world, so getting it working for you

through your neighbourhood or as

your current customers. Make them

is critical. Firstly, get to know your

indulgent as a relaxing massage.

happy and they will take it upon

cash flow, for example, your GST

themselves to bring their friends along.

commitments, timetables and your

3. Are you keeping your
stress levels in check?
Have a stress management plan in

Whatever works for you, make sure
it is regular. Stress will freeze your
brain, affect your productivity and
in turn hurt your business’ bottom

7. Do you follow up
all your leads?

line, and make you unpopular

Research by Forbes in 2012 found

at home so don’t ignore it.

that over 70% of leads are not
followed up! Make sure that all the
ones your business gets fall in the
30% that do get followed up.

6

Super contributions and so on. You are
not a bank, so chase debtors faster (by
phone not email), have policies in place
that you can refer to, set credit terms
that are appropriate, and invoice in
stages to help you get cash along the
way and the customer isn’t shocked
by a lump sum bill at the end.
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Josh on board with ATFA

ATFA DIPLOMA OF TIMBER FLOORING TECHNOLOGY

Successfully obtaining the ATFA Diploma represents that

to do with ATFA, we’re just an email or phone call away –
admin@atfa.com.au or 1300 36 1693.

you have a strong knowledge and hands on skills across all
attributes of the timber-flooring sector. Please contact the

IT’S RENEWAL TIME

Thestarted.
demands AsofweATFA
in year, you will soon
draw to theare
end ofhigh
this financial
ATFA office if you wish to apply or to get the process
our renewal
invoiceand
in the mail
onceNew
again. We look
servicing the receive
whole
country
now
forward to your ongoing support and continuing to make the
MEDIBANK PARTNERS WITH ATFA
Zealand.
As
such,
the ATFA Board agreed
timber flooring industry a strong and vibrant community of
Medibank is committed to being your health partner so it
recently
a newAsmember
of staff
asgivethe
professionals.
always, any questions
please
us a call
is offering you a 5% discount on your health cover.
Please to add
36 1693. f
contact ATFA for the ATFA corporate ID require to obtain the
Membership1300
and
Events Coordinator. Josh
discount.
Fielding was the successful candidate and
DECKING AND LAMINATE INDUSTRY STANDARDS
you’ve probably already had a call from him.
In the months ahead, industry standards will roll off the
Josh owned and managed a highly successful client focused business
ATFA production line for both timber decking and
laminate.
interstate
before relocating to Queensland. Josh opted for a career
If you have any input or interest in these areaschange
please and
email
we’re extremely pleased that after an extensive recruitment
Randy Flierman, CEO
exercise,
Josh
agreed to take the new role. His business expertise,
david@atfa.com.au to contact David Hayward. Otherwise look
Ph 1300
693
understanding of trades, energy and good humour
are361
already
out for these publications in the months ahead.
Email admin@atfa.com.au
proving to be great attributes for ATFA - welcome
Josh!
Any
questions
on anyand
ofEvents
these
initiatives or anything else
Josh
Fielding,
ATFA Membership
Coordinator

FROM THE DESK OF

Finishing is a breeze
with the Lagler Trio

Freecall 1800 880 888
lagler.com.au
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New
Zealand
now part
of ATFA

All the
publications
you need
In the 10 years since our exception,
ATFA has developed technical manuals to
cover every aspect of what the industry
does, as timber flooring contractors,
manufacturers, suppliers and retailers.
Solid Timber Flooring Industry Standard
This one has been in place since the first year of ATFA operation (version 1 in
2005), however, is just being updated to version 3. It has now added parquetry and
pre-finished solids, in addition to updating all things installation, sand and finish.
This version also gets the name change referring to it as an industry standard.

ATFA New Zealand has
kicked off and it’s great
to have them on board
officially as ATFA NZ.
While ATFA’s 10 years of
experience has much to
offer our cousins across
the strait – in particular
our procedures such
as inspections, we too
have benefited from
working closely with our
contacts and members
in New Zealand.
The New Zealand committee is
now operational and working on
activities for the remainder of 2015
and beyond. In addition they are
examining variations to technical
literature produced by ATFA that will
better suit New Zealand conditions.
We are thrilled by the initial reaction
from industry in New Zealand
and excited by the committee’s
determination to get started and
begin building the network.

8

Engineered Flooring Industry Standard
In place since 2012, as the name suggests, covers all elements of
engineered flooring, including production expectations.
Bamboo Flooring Industry Standard
Likewise, in place since 2012, and also as the name suggests, covers all
elements of bamboo flooring, including production expectations.
Residential Decking Industry Recommendations
Released for the first time in 2014, this publication has set
the standard for the installation of timber decking products,
it also includes sanding and finishing conditions.
Laminate Flooring Industry Standard
The latest production from the ATFA stable (April 2015) and filling the
final gap of industry intelligence. As with other publications it covers
installation procedures and checks on production methods.
Timber Flooring Problems – Causes and Remedial Measures
Now in its third iteration (2014), this was the second product produced by ATFA,
initially in 2007 and re-released for the third time last year. It’s a comprehensive
manual diagnosing a vast array of timber problems in a range of categories,
providing a brief of why it happens and potential rectification measures.
Timber Species Guide
An informative guide on the majority of timber species used for flooring in
Australia. The guide assists with colour, grain and hardness advice.
Consumer Guide
This guide sets out all the information consumers need to know
about selecting and caring for a timber floor or deck. It’s a fantastic
resource for members to give to customers in preparing them for
their new floor and making all the necessary decisions.
Further to these manuals, ATFA boasts over 60 sets of information sheets covering
all areas of timber flooring – technical, administrative and environmental.
ISSUE 29 | 2015

Flooring & Finishes
2015 not going ahead
• Involvement by ATFA in open to

Let’s deal with the elephant in the

Will ATFA have a national expo again?

room! Flooring and Finishes with

While keeping an open mind and

the public expos to promote ATFA

ATFA 2015 has been cancelled. It

monitoring opportunities, gone

members, contractors, suppliers,

was cancelled by Informa Exhibitions

are the days of stand-alone timber

manufacturers and retailers.

who have successfully run the event

flooring national expo events. Despite

three times in 2011, 2012 and 2014.

some reasons why not, there does
still exist the drive and interest in

It’s not appropriate to go into the

ways to conduct a national event

“whys” and “wherefores”, however,

combined with something else, the

you’ll appreciate this wasn’t ATFA’s

event would need to be shorter,

decision, nor was it something

more fun and less expensive.

ATFA wanted to see happen.

For now, ATFA is planning a multi-

So what now? There’s a lot to consider

faceted approach to promoting

and other national trade shows like

the industry as well as providing an

Designex and Grand Designs will also
no longer carry on. This occurrence is
probably due to several reasons – the

another trade-based expo such
as Designbuild with an ATFA
pavilion is being explored.
• The possibility of establishing a
virtual expo via the ATFA website and
building on from the highly successful
ATFA Product Buying Guide.
• Aligning with architectural

avenue for its members to promote

associations and organisations

their wares. This includes:

to promote the industry

• Putting further emphasis on the

cost to exhibit, the time involved, the

• The potential to be involved in

and its producers.

lack of time for people to visit and

ATFA State Forums; grass roots

Further input and ideas are

the cost of a day or more away from

events focusing on contractors.

always encouraged. We’d
love to hear from you.

work, plus food, parking and more.

245
Cushion handle:
less vibration
Click valve
inside
All-around
striking cap

Short casting
for closer end-wall
reach

●

2-pack water base ﬂoor ﬁnish for high traﬃc and commercial areas

●

Easy to apply with longer open coat time

●

Low VOC’s

●

NMP Free

●

High coverage rate = low cost per m2

●

Available as a Cleat or Stapler nailer

●

Excellent wear and scratch resistance

●

Optional roller base available

●

Available in Matte, Satin and Gloss

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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NEW from
Polycure Slip Resistance additives
• For use in water based & solvent
based coatings
• To meet Building Code of Australia
requirements R10, R11, R12

Polycure “Next Generation” Sports System
NATUROIL SPORTS
• Single pack, clear, oil based topcoat
• Excellent inter-coat adhesion
• Easy to apply with excellent flow & levelling
AQUAPRO SPORTS
• High performance, water based floor finish
• Exceptional resistance to abrasion, chemicals
& black heal marks
• Fast drying allowing more than one coat to be
applied in a day

Ask your local Polycure distributor, call 02 9795 3700 or see polycure.com.au
G544_MirotonePolycure_180x134_Ad_2.indd 1

13/04/2015 11:10 am

We are the Cypress &
Hardwood Specialists.
• Large range of decking, screening
and outdoor timbers.
• Over 400 packs of flooring in stock now for
fast, reliable and hassle free deliveries.
• Suppliers of Ply, Battens, Adhesive, Staples,
Stair Nosing’s, Treads, Floor Finishers & more...
• Trade only prices for flooring companies
discounted lower than builders.

Ph: 9774 2944 • 27 Ashford Ave, Milperra, NSW, 2214 • www.abbeytimber.com.au
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Member Profile...

Adelaide
Timber
Flooring

has evolved from a
home-based sanding
and polishing business
to a prominent
flooring business over
the last 18 years.

Our work still includes one-room sanding and polishing
jobs, but also extends to large commercial installation
projects such as the recently completed 2KW Bar,
Adelaide Oval and Penfold’s Magill Estate.
We do a variety of work for home owners, builders,
designers, architects and insurance work. Each job is
unique and requires its own individual attention, whether
it is a large commercial job or a small residence.
Adelaide Timber Flooring has completed commercial jobs in
Alice Springs, Uluru Sails in the Desert resort and is currently
in the process of finalising a large commercial job in Darwin.
We have seen the industry evolve from predominantly
solid timber, sanding a polishing to include more
engineered and laminate products from overseas.
In recent times we have noticed our customers
requesting the Australian timber species in
new, recycled timber and parquetry.

Mclaren Vale (private residence) is – Stained Oak Direct Stick
2KW Bar is – European Oak Block Parquetry
Adelaide Oval is – Engineered Spotted Gum Brushed Matt

We are strong supporters of the
Australian hardwood industry.
We feel our showroom display, sales service,
products and delivering on what we promise, are
our key strengths and what keep us successful.

Our Mission: Endeavour to provide the highest quality
flooring through extraordinary service and integrity.
This is the basis of Adelaide Timber Flooring.
ISSUE 29 | 2015
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Sanding
allowance
in timber
floors
How many times can my floor
be sanded? This is a question
that is often asked and it not
only relates to solid timber
flooring but also the likes of
engineered flooring. Well, it
would be no surprise that there
would be many answers to
this as it depends on both the
product and the installation
method. David Hayward, ATFA
Technical Manager discusses
this subject in relation to
each of these product types
and aspects that need to
be taken into account when
considering re-sanding a solid
or engineered timber floor.

The right place to start on this subject is with traditional
solid strip timber flooring and to realise that there are
many of these floors still in service and approaching 100
years in age. These older floors are also laid direct to joists
and therefore needing to be structurally adequate.
In 1999 the secret nail profile
for hardwoods was added to
the Australia standard and
this profile not only remains
as an option but is still used
by many manufacturers. The
tongue is milled centrally
and with a 19mm board
thickness, the amount of
timber above the tongue

Solid timber flooring near the
end of its service life.

is about 6mm. Experience
has shown that with floors direct to joists or battens, about
3mm to 4mm of timber can be removed during the life of
the floor before splitting occurs in the shoulder above the
groove and the floor is near the end of its service life.
It is considered that with the
initial sanding of a floor, up
to 1.5mm of timber may be
removed. The basic or level
sanding process flattens
the floorboards where there
may be some lipping at
board edges or cupping
that needs to be removed.
However, often if the boards

Gaps allow the remaining timber
depth to be determined.

have been well machined,
much less than this is removed.
When coatings age, but have not worn through, these
floors can be rejuvenated by buffing and recoating, and
this does not remove any timber. It is therefore often after
perhaps 10 to 15 years that a well-performing floor may be
sanded back to bare timber and coated. Both timber and
coatings can darken with age or a mishap has occurred and
it becomes more prudent to sand the whole floor back to
bare timber and revitalise it to near-original appearance.

12
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The figure below shows three engineered board constructions
with varying lamella thickness. The first has a 1.0mm face
lamella bonded to a stable high-density fibreboard (HDF)
core, the second a 3.0mm face lamella bonded to timber
blocks at right angles and the third a 6.0mm face lamella
So as you should be able to see from this that flat solid timber

bonded to a plywood base. The profile with a thin lamella

floors can undergo perhaps four and even more sandings

is not designed for sanding back to bare timber. Boards

throughout their lifespan and from this, very old serviceable

with glueless joining systems (the top and centre image)

floors are being achieved. When strip flooring is laid over

are also more likely to be “floated” over the subfloor than

a structural subfloor (e.g. particleboard or plywood) even

being adhesive “fixed” although this is changing.

greater sanding can occur. This also applies to the likes of
block parquetry. When it comes to overlay strip flooring there
are many products that range from 10mm thick to about
14mm. All these products are laid over a structural subfloor
and some have the tongue lowered or contain a micro T&G
locating joint. With these products, the possible lifespan
is going to be influenced by the design of the product.
Hence, with engineered flooring there are many aspects
to be considered regarding possible future re-sanding and
coating. In addition to the above, some products now have
contoured surfaces to provide a hand-scraped appearance,
while others have a wire-brushed appearance and may also
have special coating appearances such as those that provide
a lime-washed look. So it should not be assumed that all
engineered floors can be sanded back to bare timber and
it must also be considered that after sanding and coating,
Although these boards are of similar thickness the bottom one is
off-centre milled which provides greater sanding allowance.

if undertaken, the appearance is likely to differ to a degree

Now we will consider engineered flooring where the ability

of high quality, is also not expected to be of the same quality

of the floor to be re-sanded depends very much on product

as a factory-finished product and is likely to contain some

construction. This flooring type is mainly factory finished

acceptable imperfections that could be visually apparent.

with coatings that generally have wear-resistant additives
and in harder timber species there is often less of a need to
consider re-sanding back to bare timber. The coating type
and appropriate floor care provide an acceptable service
life. The face lamella or veneer that is exposed to view can
range in thickness from about 1mm up to about 6mm and
clearly the thicker the lamella, the more the better it will
accept being sanded back to bare timber in the future.
However, even with thicker lamellas, boards are often bevel

from the original. A site sanded and coated floor, although

Early on in the project aspects relating to future sanding
should be considered along with the desired life of the floor,
Not all floors are expected to last 100 years and in many
instances, such as with shops it is for a much shorter period.
However, as there are many misconceptions regarding
this topic, it is considered important that this should be
discussed with customers and that realistic answers are
provided so that they can make informed choices.

edged and often re-sanding

David Hayward

necessitates the removal of

ATFA Technical Manager

the bevel. Again, flat floors
are better for sanding and
at times engineered floors
can exhibit some lipping or
crowning where the centre
of the board is raised a little
above the edges. Floors
Bevels at board edges and ends
can range from the arris being
rounded to about 2mm. This can
influence sanding options.

ISSUE 29 | 2015

that are adhesively fixed to
the subfloor are also more
appropriate for future sanding.
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Do you live by price or die by price
in your timber flooring business?
Why is it that many in the
timber flooring industry have
a greater problem with Price
than their Purchasers?
What part of the ‘Value Exchange’ do
many in your industry not understand?
If Profit is the key to sustainability
in business and Price affects
Profit... why then don’t all timber
flooring industry businesses sell the
Value they bring to the transaction
and Profit for sustainability?
Is cheaper the least costly?
The easiest way to get you thinking
on this subject is to change you from
a seller into a buyer. Do you always
buy the cheapest item available? As
a buyer, you are likely to understand
the Value of the Quality, Service, and
Price proposition. You know that if
only one of these three components
of your relationship with your
supplier is important to you, and
your supplier can guarantee to meet
your requirements, then you will pay
more. You recognise that cheaper
is not always the least costly.
Price is what they pay...
Value is what they get
When your timber flooring industry
Business provides your Service,
your client receives a great deal
more than just a simple service or
product. This is where you start
to realise the Value you exchange
and begin to get your head around
charging what you are really worth.
The job you do for your client is
all about providing a Solution to a
need or a want that they have. How
well you identify and communicate
your ability to provide the very best
Solution will move your business
away from having a price focused
interaction with your client.
If your Prospect does not perceive the
Value in your offering, the only point
of differentiation will be price-focused.
If you base your offer on Price alone,
there is a good chance that some other
14

timber flooring industry business
(someone with lower overheads!) will
have lower prices than you. You might
even end up in a bidding war and
this only serves to move you further
away from the Value of the Solution.

Therein lays the title of
this article, “Live by the
price or die by the price”.
In an environment where many
attempt to win business by
discounting, as in the timber flooring
industry, here are a number of
things you can start to apply in your
business and make it stand out.
This list is by no means complete…
it is just a great place to start.
Quotes versus proposals
Think about the value of referring to
the estimate you provide in advance
of the job as a Proposal rather than a
Quotation. A Quotation very simply
has your client focused on Price.
It gives your prospective client the
perfect opportunity to compare your
price or, even worse, price shop.
The reason this is likely to happen
is that you are not likely to have
identified the benefits of your service
to your prospective customer. On
the other hand, a Proposal provides
the opportunity for you to address
the issues that affect your client’s life,
identify the value you bring and make
your offering far more attractive.
Take the client with a tree lopping
business. Their positioning statement
is “We care about your trees living”.
They provide their clients with a “Tree
Care Proposal”. It doesn’t matter that
sometimes they have to chop down
an entire tree... it might be to allow
another tree to live. Their proposal
takes the focus away from Price and
puts the focus on Value. They have
also noticed that “tree trimming”
is generating greater income and
profitability than “tree removal”.

You make Your Profit when...
The title of this article requires that
I devote at least one paragraph to
Profit. At Brightwater we tell our
clients, “You make your Profit when
you cost your product/service”. If
you provide Proposals (Quotes) you
are likely to have two opportunities
to cost your product/service. The first
is when you prepare your estimate
and the second is when the job is
completed. This second opportunity
provides you with the perfect feedback loop to ensure every job you
do has profitability built into it.
You might have lost a job to another
timber flooring business and you
know that they have under-quoted or
misquoted the job. If you have taken
the time to build a relationship with
the customer, they are likely to consult
you on the price difference and enable
you the opportunity to differentiate
your Value Solution. If they do not
come back to you in this way, it
is an indication that your “valued
relationship” needs further work.
One of the reasons many small
businesses fail is that they run out
of money! If you allow yourself
to get caught in a price war, you
run out of money sooner.
So rather than Die by Price, I
suggest that you Live by Quality,
Build Relationships, Accurately
Cost every Product/Service you sell
and Build a Sustainable business.
If you are not applying all of these
in your timber flooring business
right now, think about Olympic
and Paralympic competitors...
without a coach they would never
get to the games... so consider a
coach for your business.
Anthony Davis
Visit our website
www.brightwater.com.au for
more information and Business
Improvement Resources.
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Occupational
health & safety
compliance
Working in the construction industry today comes
with greater demands and expectations.
From clients, employers, employees to industry bodies, associations, government and the wider community, health and safety
can be a minefield at times, with the many unknowns leaving people and businesses frustrated and at risk of accidents and
financial pain (large and small). One of the greatest assets a business can have today is evidence. Evidence of training in
Safe Work Method Statements, Handling of Hazardous Substances, Safety Policies, consultation with staff on the best way to
perform high-risk activities (SWMS), procedures (Pre-Start Inspection and Risk Assessments), practices (Regular Toolbox Talks
and Monitoring Reports) and understanding of the tasks being regularly undertaken within the business. If a business can do
all of these, after an incident has occurred then most of the time the pain will be minimal and you’ll achieve compliance.
Safe Work Method Statements are only one part of the larger whole but are often the only document considered in many
small businesses. In helping to improve safety in the workplace, more needs to be taken into account: Inducting staff into
your company safety policies; regular monitoring to make sure staff are doing the high-risk work in the manner outlined
in SWMS; regular toolbox talks; addressing safety from job to job. By making safety a part of the way you do business
and the job, you’re sending a message to yourself, staff and clients that you care (and we all know what it’s like to be on
the receiving end when someone doesn’t care) and matter to the business. Working safely does pay dividends and can
be an effective tool in reducing hidden and expensive costs but does require consistent attention and diligence.
At the end of the day we all enjoy going home to our families and lives, and this should be the main reason we work
safely. One of the most common mistakes we make is to not look before we act. Just like looking over our shoulders or in
the mirrors when we’re driving and we want to change lanes: Look first, act second and we’ll see you tomorrow.
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ATFA Australian timbe
Use of Australian timber species in flooring has declined
approximately 60 per cent over the past four years and a
solution needs to be found to save the timber flooring industry
from a destiny similar to that suffered by the Australian
furniture industry in the late 1990s. In that instance, a lack
of industry unity and direction, cheap imports, economic
downturn and a misguided belief that everything would fix
itself, saw the industry deteriorate beyond critical mass.
The decline in Australian solid timber species flooring production and the major loss of domestic
manufacture of Australian timber species engineered flooring has not seen commensurate growth
in imported products such as imported engineered flooring, laminate or bamboo flooring. While
bamboo sales have grown from approximately 5% to 15% of sales over the past four years, this does
not even begin to dent the approximately 60% loss in Australian timber species production. Quite
simply, few people are spending and when they do, they are not looking to Australian timber.
ATFA is considering a campaign to address this issue, though to be clear, this proposal is not about
eroding the market share of laminate, bamboo or imported engineered flooring products. This is about
rebuilding awareness and demand for Australian timber, so that all products can compete side by side
in an informed marketplace based on their respective and very different attributes and price points.
While decline in Australian timber species flooring production tracks the downturn in building
approvals, usually followed by a 12- to 18-month delay, the industry did not lift when building
approvals increased. While the following figure demonstrates a return to healthy building approvals
in recent times, Australian timber species flooring production continued to decline.

Monthly building approvals — Australia
Source ABS 8731
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Fig 1. Monthly building approvals (source: Australian Bureau of Statistics)
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er species initiative
As we enter 2015 and what appears more positive times (though that can only be speculation and
many economists continue to talk down the economy), this substantial loss of market will not simply
rectify itself. Four years has seen many other markets gain opportunity and almost change the mindset
of consumers to products at other price points. With building approvals at an all-time high, now is
the time to invest in a campaign that can be strongly aided by vastly increased building activity.
At the Australian Timber Flooring Association (ATFA) Board meeting in December 2014,
it was agreed by the Board of ATFA that the association needed to utilise its resources
and drive a plan to re-energise the industry to one of health and vibrancy.
It was proposed a joint campaign mobilising and gaining invested time and commitment
from all relevant Australian timber flooring producers, supported strongly by coatings
and adhesives companies that rely strongly on the success of timber flooring producers,
be developed. This would also be supported by equipment sellers and timber flooring
contractors whom likewise rely on the timber flooring cycle to continue to operate.
Your feedback and/or contribution to this initiative would be greatly appreciated.

HARDLAM
HARDLAM is an exciting new veneer-based
timber product developed by Forestry
Tasmania and other industry partners;
• HARDLAM is a sustainable value-added
product, it utilises small-diameter low-grade
logs that would otherwise be converted to
woodchips.
• HARDLAM is made from Tasmanian regrowth
forest timbers resulting in a product of
exceptional strength and beauty.
• HARDLAM can be used as an alternative to
solid wood in a range of applications including
flooring, stair components and furniture.
HARDLAM is a ‘designer log’ based on Laminated
Veneer Lumber (LVL). It is made from rotary
peeled veneer; the individual veneers are
assembled in a large block with the grain
orientated along the length. HARDLAM is
manufactured and supplied in accordance with
all relevant Australian Standards.
Forestry Tasmania

79 Melville Street,
Hobart, Tasmania 7000
(03) 6235 8333
forestrytas.com.au
hardlam.com.au

Oakdale Industries

80 Flagstaff Gully Link Rd,
Warrane, Tasmania 7018
(03) 6244 2277
oak.org.au

HARDLAM

Environmentally friendly
veneer-based timber product
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“You got to know
when to hold ‘em,
know when to fold
‘em” — Kenny Rogers

Negotiating for dummies
This somewhat Machiavellian article provides some

you simply tell the other party to change company policy/

basic tips about negotiating and is loosely based on a

about the impending economic boom/ about the research

presentation I delivered to university alumni some time ago.

YOU read which says the exact opposite/ about how your

Preparing
In order to do meaningful deals, you need to know
at least some of the following in advance:
• desired outcome (e.g. a sale on specific terms
such as price or quantity, reduced cost to you
from a supplier, varied terms on your lease, wages
for employees etc — know what you want.
• game plan - a rough roadmap of how to get agreement
(e.g. start at $10 per lineal metre, will go to $8 but only go
to $6 if they buy ex-wharf and cover transport costs). Do
you want to make stingy concessions (e.g. on price) or
will you alter your position generously (e.g. hard to move
stock)? Flexibility is the key. Identify several key issues/
items in advance, be prepared to horse trade and do
some research on the other party - what do they want?
• bottom line - what will happen if you don’t do any deal?
Is it the end of the world? Your attitude to the negotiation
will be different if you need an agreement at any cost
as opposed to a situation where you can just as easily
make the same arrangements with another party.
The big event
Some tactics you can use during the negotiation:
• Not the decision maker an oldie but a goodie: “That sounds

installers NEVER comply with manufactures’ guidelines or
whatever the case may be - don’t let them pull a swifty on you.
• Is that your final offer, or is it your “real final offer”?
everyone knows that there’s always some “wiggle room”
right? - use if the other party looks like they are just about
to give up but may make go a little further if pushed.
• Splitting the difference e.g. they offer two rent free months,
you asked for 12 months rent free but are prepared to
accept six months i.e. difference is 12-2=10 months, half of
10 is five, add five to their offer of two and you’ve got seven
months which is more than your minimum of six months
- an experienced negotiator will do a quick calculation
and start with an “ambit claim” of 12 if their first offer is two
and they really want six. Easier to drop fromseven to six
(with reluctance of course) than to go up the other way.
• Ending the negotiation or the old “walk out” A drastic
step. Sends a strong message to the other party that the
last offer you made is really your last offer but they are
never totally certain... If they are desperate for a deal it is
likely they’ll call you the next day to accept the last offer
you made. And if they don’t? There’s nothing to stop you
calling them and accepting the last offer THEY made!*.
And if it’s too hard/ important/ the other
side’s “lawyered up”? Call me!

great but I have to check with my boss/ lawyer/ partner/

Negotiating settlement of commercial disputes is a key

the shareholders” etc - use if you have a deal in principle

skill for a good commercial litigation lawyer. As an ATFA

but want to think it over or actually do need authority.

member you get 20 minutes free phone time with Quinn

Works especially well if you don’t mention in advance the

& Scattini Lawyers and we can work out if you need to

fact that you don’t have authority to do a deal right there.

take things to the next level. I’ll be waiting by the phone.

• Sources of power are anything you say they are. You can

* WARNING - use with caution, not if you need to

appeal to “company policy”, “the state of the economy”,

build a long-term relationship and always be aware of

“research”, “manufacturer’s guidelines” and the list is endless.

any pending deadlines and time restrictions

Any source of authority can be a powerful tool in a negotiation
- so study up! And if those tactics are used against you? Well,
company policy is not like Moses coming down from the

Darrell Kake,
Quinn & Scattini Lawyers

mountain with the stone tablets i.e. it can be changed. So
18
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For more information and to register go to www.atfa.com.au/national-awards/

Manufacturer & Supplier of
Contemporary End Grain &
Mosaic Parquet Flooring.
australiantimbercompany.com.au
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Case study...

Inadequate subfloor
conditions

David Hayward ATFA Technical Manager

In this series of case studies, we continue to investigate various
problems to understand why things went wrong, what factors
contributed, how the situation was analysed and what was necessary
to correct the problem. In this edition David Hayward, ATFA’s Technical
Manager, looks at the effect of inadequate subfloor conditions.
The product and its installation
The dwelling is in a rural subdivision that would be regarded as a higher humidity
environment. It is a single storey dwelling with an enclosed subfloor space. The
flooring is 180mm x 19mm thick low to medium feature Blackbutt that has been
top nail fixed to timber joists. The first photo shows the completed floor.
What is being investigated and why?
After the floor was completed, expansion during more severe wet periods resulted in a
number of gum veins shearing even though the floor remained flat. It was determined
at this time, with the flat block and a high water table that the subfloor soil could
photo 1

become very wet. Some attempts were made to prevent water directly entering the
subfloor space and on advice of others, the owners installed a mechanical ventilation
system beneath the floor, even though subfloor ventilation exceeded the requirements
for timber floors. Although these measures were taken the floor did not respond. The
expansion that had occurred from installation remained and the sheared gum veins
remained, as shown in the second photo. Although the builder requested rectification
from the flooring contractor, the flooring contractor indicated that with the floor
still under pressure and with inappropriate wet conditions present beneath the floor
from time to time, they considered the risks in replacing the boards to be too high.
What needs to be considered?
Firstly, one of the fundamental concepts that was not adhered to is that timber
floors, and particularly those with enclosed subfloor spaces, need to be laid over dry

photo 2

subfloor spaces and the subfloor soil needs to remain dry from then on. This is the
underlying cause of the problems being experienced. However, we are now faced
with the situation where the subfloor soil gets wet and remains wet for long periods,
where mechanical ventilation has not shown any obvious improvement and where the
condition with this floor had not changed for two years. It must also be considered that
moisture contents are higher than they should be and a reduction in moisture content,
although relieving the pressure in the floor, would likely cause some gapping at board
edges and perhaps some crowning if the floor was cupped when initially sanded.
Investigation
It is evident from this third photo that although there was no water ponding
on the soil it was consistently wet throughout and with wet soil sticking to

photo 3

your hand and moisture evident in the lower blockwork. Part of the ducting
for the fan system can also be seen along with the subfloor vents.
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Within the dwelling the degree of expansion in the floor was variable with boards
in some areas averaging 180.6mm up to 181.4mm. Estimated board moisture
contents when inspected ranged from approximately 13% to 14% suggesting that
the ventilation that had been provided was working as well as could be expected.
Analysis and outcome
Although considered a high humidity locality, it was reported that rainfall was variable
and due to this the soil conditions would also oscillate from wet to periods of it being
drier. Rainfall data from the Bureau of Meteorology website also confirmed this as
seen in the graph below with more rainfall in January than the previous six months.
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It was considered that to enable the boards to be replaced and provide for longphoto 4

term performance of this floor it would be necessary to correct the incorrect
conditions beneath the floor. This was achieved by raising the level of the subfloor
soil by placing crusher dust over the soil and then black builder’s plastic as shown
in Photo 4. The effect of this was dramatic. The floor had been under pressure
and of similar appearance for over two years, but within three months of the
conditions being improved beneath the floor, the pressure in the floor reduced
to result in some minor gapping, moderate crowning and some nail popping
as board edges lowered. This then enabled floor repairs to commence.
What we can learn from this
Firstly, the knowledge that ATFA means what it says in its publication
Timber Flooring that states:

photo 5

“When the lower surface of timber floors or structural sub-floors (over which a
timber floor is laid) are exposed to the ground and the space is enclosed (by
brickwork etc), the subfloor space must be adequately ventilated with permanent
vents installed in the masonry during construction. The humidity in an enclosed
sub-floor space can have a profound effect on the performance of a floor...
If there are doubts over the subfloor humidity (areas of high water table,
reduced airflow due to minimum clearances between the subfloors framing
and ground, external structures etc.) again a polyethylene membrane laid over
the soil should be considered (taped at joints and fixed to stumps and walls). As
discussed above, this can significantly reduce moisture uptake by the sub-floor
air. Increased levels of ventilation should also be considered in such instances.”
You may think this is an isolated case, however, similar situations are becoming an all
too frequent occurrence. Plans for houses and extensions are being drawn up with
inadequate and at times no subfloor ventilation. Blocks are cut and retained which leads
to seepage into the subfloor space and landscaping has at times raised the ground
level surrounding the dwelling to be higher than that of the subfloor ground level. Some
builders are building without being cognisant of the effects of moisture in the subfloor
space or the need for adequate ventilation, and some certifying the building are not
picking up on these aspects. The result when a timber floor is involved often leads
to severe problems that are expensive to correct and great inconvenience to home
owners. The ventilation requirements are also not only industry recommendations but
are contained in the National Construction Code (formerly the BCA). Flooring contractors
also have a responsibility to check the adequacy of the subfloors and subfloor spaces and
need to raise any concerns with the builder for rectification prior to installing the floor.
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Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury
Signifying nothing.
For the literary boffins amongst us, this passage is instantly

colleague, Mark Turnbull, died by his own hand. A talented

recognisable as Scene 5, Act 5 from Shakespeare’s Macbeth.

man with multiple positives in his life succumbed to the

Written in the early 1600s, the plot – said to be based on a true

darkness of the mental affliction which had plagued him for

story — is one of deceit and murder most foul of the reigning

many years. The sadness of the event was felt acutely by

monarch by Macbeth to secure the Scottish crown for himself.

his young family and also by a dedicated group of industry

The tomorrow soliloquy (as it is known), spoken during the

colleagues who were providing a rotation of contact and

siege of his castle by Malcolm and McDuff, has been dissected

support in an effort to help him through what was known at

and analysed over the centuries in an effort to understand its

the time to be a difficult and even dangerous period for him.

intended meaning or message and is considered by the literary
world as the most famous passage of all Shakespearian plays.

Alas, the well-intentioned effort to network support for Mark
failed to save him from himself. Whilst it is difficult for most

When reading the piece for the first time, the immediate

of us who knew Mark to imagine the darkness that clouded

interpretation is of one’s hopeless despair and the petty

the positives that were so obvious in Mark’s life moments

pointlessness of life as Macbeth hears the news that his

before his death, I have gained some valuable insight into the

wife had died (whilst not stated, is thought to be by her

illness from others within our industry who have suffered and

own hand). However, if it was just a portrayal of momentary

survived similar despair in the past. This insight has inspired

despair, Macbeth could simply have said something

me to discover more about depression and other mental

like “Life’s a bitch and then you die”. This of course was

illness issues in the hope that constructive strategies can be

not the Shakespearian style and in my opinion, it was

developed to assist others experiencing difficulties. Mark’s

intended that the passage be controversial. Such was the

death is tragic and very sad, however when viewed objectively,

brilliance of turning simple words into a masterpiece of

there is a legacy of positives that need to be exploited, the

subjective prose that confuse, inspire and enthral. There

starting point of which is enlightened awareness of the issues.

is no doubt in my mind that abstruseness was always the
intension of the sadistic bastard (peace be upon him).

It should be said that nothing done or not done to assist Mark
at the time could have changed the outcome. Mark knew more

So is Shakespeare’s tomorrow soliloquy only about despair

about his illness than most professionals that had treated him or

or could it inspire endeavour? Whilst it is true that “dusty

attempted to treat him over recent years. This point was made

death” awaits all and one’s time upon the stage may not be

to him during discussions about the valuable contribution his

remembered for long, life is nonetheless unique in the cosmos

knowledge could make in forming strategies to assist others

and the possibilities it offers should be considered a birth

experiencing difficulties shortly before his death. In this regard,

right to all. That’s not to say that everyone gets the same

his untimely passing is a serious knowledge setback to the

breaks along the way and many will fail to capitalise when

meaningful formation of future industry response strategies.

opportunity knocks, but as it has been said many times, life
is what you make of it and whilst there may be negatives at
times, an equal or better number of positives can be found in
any situation when viewed rationally and without emotion.
Of course, in times of despair, it can be difficult and from what
I have recently come to understand, occasionally impossible
for some to relate to the positive side of the ledger that is so
obvious to others. Such was the case recently when a Perth
22

Notwithstanding, if we are or want to be serious about
industry intervention strategies to assist colleagues
to manage mental illness, education appears to be
an essential component and whom better to provide
that service than mental illness survivors.
Vale Mark.
By Paul Kiely
ISSUE 29 | 2015

By beyondblue CEO Georgie Harman

When a person dies by suicide,
many people are affected, the family
and friends of the person, their employer
and workmates, and even casual acquaintances.
Grieving for someone who has
died by suicide is complicated and
can cause a range of emotions in
feelings. Often people find themselves
questioning what they could have done
differently in hindsight and would it
have changed the course of events.
It can be difficult for both
employers and colleagues in
the aftermath of a suicide.

Employers are in a difficult situation
because they too are grieving and
they’re also concerned about their
workers and want to provide support.
There are a number of things
workplace leaders can do. Spending
time talking openly about what’s
happened and how people are
feeling. Don’t cover it up.

beyondblue has a number of
resources available for anyone in a
workplace who may be struggling
or wondering how to reach out
to someone they work with.

Many workplaces have services
in place that can help, such as an
Employee Assistance Program
(EAP). In a crisis suicide situation,
where someone is at immediate
risk of harm, call Triple 0.

Often friends or colleagues will
feel guilt, shame, anger, regret or
want to apportion blame, when
someone has died by suicide.

Grief can be complex and difficult to
respond to, and there is still stigma
surrounding suicide which can
make it even harder to address.

To enable compassion, recognition and
validation of the effect a suicide has
had in the workplace, employees need
access to non-judgemental support,
an opportunity to tell their story and
express their grief in their own way,
in a supportive environment where
they are listened to deeply and heard.
Mentally healthy workplaces help
prevent suicide and beyondblue
suggests workplaces utilise
both our headsup and Have
the Conversation resources.
beyondblueSupport Service
is available 24 hours a day on
1300 22 4636 or
www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support
for email and live chat service
between 3pm and midnight.

H O WAR D S AW M I L L
From Sustainable Forest to
Finely Finished Products.
Specialising in Quality Kiln Dried Queensland
Hardwoods, T&G Flooring, Cladding & Decking.

PHONE 07 4129 4976
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Five facelift tips
for Facebook
Facebook is an always changing platform, yet so many businesses
don’t maintain or change their pages to meet with the changing
nature of social media. Just creating a Facebook page and not
attending to it regularly can do more damage than good.
More and more businesses are turning to Facebook
and that means more competition for your business.
You need to up the ante! Here are some tips
that will help you reinvigorate your page.

1. Change your cover photo!
Facebook provides you with the opportunity to share
rather large visuals and it’s a shame that so many
businesses don’t make the most of this space.
Have some fun with your cover photo. Use this space
to show who your business is. Try to change your cover
photo at least every two weeks. It creates a new point of
interest and attracts your followers towards your page.

2. Update your ‘About’ section
Information in the ‘About’ section on a lot of business
pages is out of date or far too short. Again, take the
opportunity to make the most of this space.
Include information about what your business does, who
works there and why people should use it. Also, make
sure that your contact information is up to date.

3. Share ‘behind the scenes’ posts
Sharing posts ‘behind the scenes’ whether it’s for an event,
or a delivery of boxes, new stock, a staff meeting etc. is a way
for you to personalise your contact with your audience.

24

4. People need people
As mentioned above, personalising your Facebook
page is important. Humanising your organisation is
particularly important in this increasingly digital age.
Provided your staff are happy to have their image shared,
share photos of them and involve them in the social process.
How long have they worked for you? What’s their
favourite part of the job? Do they have any interesting
hobbies or areas of specialisation? Share them!

5. Create value
Remember, the aim of the game is to provide your followers
with value. Share tips, advice, information and think
outside the square. Don’t talk about your business on
every post – make it at the maximum one in three times,
otherwise your audience will get tired of being ‘sold’ to.
Do a giveaway with the aim being to value and reward your
existing followers rather than attracting new followers.
IMPORTANT NOTE: A Facebook page isn’t always appropriate
for your business.THINK about how it will work as part of your
overall marketing mix, and if your customers will see it!
By Jacki Mitchell,
brandstorm Marketing
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Boral Timber
launches new
engineered
flooring
Read what others have to say why ATFA training works.

“By investing in training for our people we ensure
we can continue to deliver fantastic results for
our customers and a key partner in achieving this
is the ATFA. Their courses are always informative,
very practical and enable us to develop the
Easy
knowledge of our people.”
Chris Feldbauer, Director, PRO SANDING
PTY LTD
installation

The Best
Just Got
Better!
Tramex, the moisture meter
specialists, are proud to
announce the release of the
new concrete moisture meter

with

Australian
hardwood
invest in yourself and your business today. Consumers
are demanding more
every day, are you ready to meet the challenge? Fullflooring
course outlines
and
for
online registrations are available at atfa.com.au/training-events/ f
single room
or apartment
projects.

Your new skills can also save you money from avoiding costly mistakes. So

Boral Timber has released its new Engineered Flooring range, featuring classic
Australian hardwood species and a quality multi-layer construction for easy
installation over level subfloor surfaces. Ideal for single room makeovers,
apartment projects as well as large-scale flooring applications, Engineered
Flooring can be walked on within hours of installation and is pre-finished to
minimise the mess and fumes which can be associated with sanding and finishing.
“Boral Engineered Flooring is available in Blackbutt, Spotted Gum and
Sydney Blue Gum species, each unique to Australia and well suited
to a range of home interiors. The flooring is finished in a clear subtle
matt coating to highlight the natural colour and grain variations,” said
Clinton Skeoch, marketing development manager at Boral Timber.
“It is offered in both wide board one and two strip configurations to meet a
growing demand from consumers, architects and interior designers for Australian
species flooring which suits a variety of interiors and budgets,” added Skeoch.
The timber boards have a precision-milled square edge and a four-side
Uniclic profile for a tight board-to-board fit and a smooth, consistent finish.
Suitable for installation over level surfaces including moisture sealed
concrete slabs, particleboard, plywood sheeting, old timber floors or tiles,
Boral Engineered Flooring is pre-finished with seven layers of a UV-cured,
acrylic and scratch-resistant coating. With a 4mm nominal hardwood
top layer, the floor can be re-sanded and re-coated to extend its life.
A variety of underlays can be installed with Boral Engineered
Flooring to enhance the finished flooring solution, including
cushioning and acoustic properties for multi-storey dwellings.
The Prosand team at the recent New Techniques Program in Melbourne, 2013

Pictured in Kit Form

Perform testing to the latest
Australian Standard AS18842012. ASTM F2170 & ASTM
F2659 as well as ASTM F2420:
The complete moisture and
humidity testing kit for concrete and
wood, incorporating the Tramex
instant moisture test and the new
Hygro-i in-situ probe working
together to provide a new standard
in speed & accuracy which can be
used again & again...
Don’t waste time and money
waiting up to 72 hours for a
moisture test when the slab is
not ready! Check it first with a
Tramex CMEXpert II.

For more information contact
Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au

www.cornell.com.au

For further information visit www.boral.com.au/timber or call 1800 818 317.
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Perfection in Timber Flooring Installation
Whether Your Next Solid or Engineered Timber
Flooring Project needs a
First Class Loba Timber Finishing System
or
Bullet Proof Moisture Vapor Barrier & Acoustic Rated Adhesive

Since 1922

Waterbased Polyurethanes
Natural Oils & Hardwaxes
Stains & Special Effects
On Site UV Finishes
Antin Slip Finishes For Stairs

“Loba & Wakol Make the Perfect Team”
Loba Australasia

5-7 Strong Avenue, Thomastown Vic 3074

PH: 03 9460 3444 M: 0419326976
E: lobafloor@outlook.com
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Around the traps...

Snaps from Around the Traps
— Canberra Members Forum at
MJS Floorcoverings, Melbourne
Golf Day, Members Breakfast at
Lagler Melbourne, WOCA Trade
Night in Tweed Heads (NSW),
Vic State Committee Meeting
and the New Zealand Forum.
(If you would like a chance for
your snaps to appear in Around
the Traps, send your photos
to comms@atfa.com.au)
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Why ATFA training can make you
money in the long run
Have you ever wondered why some businesses seem

down tools or drive across town. This year’s topics include:

to thrive and others just seem to plod along? The answer

There is more to resistance moisture meters than just taking

is simple. Those businesses that invest in training move

a reading and Checking sub-floor space suitably before floor

forward faster.

installation. There is no cost to ATFA Members.

Studies have shown when individuals learn new material
it contributes to new pathways in the brain. It also opens up
a lot of other possibilities and opportunities. ATFA training

Face-to-face training
This year we’ve streamlined training. Assessing Timber

is designed to do all that and more, because when you

Floor Performance is still on offer , which has been a hit

increase your skills you increase your competitiveness in the

so far around the country. It’s sister course the Assessing

marketplace.

Timber Floor Coating Performance workshop is also
available. Both courses are designed to give you a greater

Online training

understanding of the pitfalls to avoid and to assist in more

We introduced a new learning format with online training

informed decision making when you are on the job.

in 2012, which means that technical knowledge can now be
gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Your new skills can also save
you money from avoiding costly
mistakes. So invest in yourself and
your business today.
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Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au
8
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Ph: 1300 007 650 or Fax: (03) 9930 7832
or email: CustomerService.SGA-VIC@saint-gobain.com
Norton RedHeat is a registered trademark of Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Inc.
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ir talk

JULY...

with Emma Watt

Do casuals get
paid overtime?
Whether or not a casual employee is entitled
to payment for overtime, and if they are, at
what rate, depends entirely on the terms of
the relevant award or enterprise agreement.
The two awards that ATFA members might use for their
employees are the Manufacturing and Associated Industries and
Occupations Award 2010 (for employees who work mostly on
renovating floors), or the Building and Construction General Onsite Award 2010 (for employees who work mostly on new floors).
The Manufacturing and Associated Industries and
Occupations Award 2010 dictates that casuals get paid
overtime penalties based on their casually loaded rate
of pay. Under the award a casual would be paid:

18 July ATFA Australian Gala Dinner
and Awards Night Melbourne
30 July Webinar — Budgeting: the numbers don’t lie
AUGUST...
12 August ATFA Members Forum Sydney
18 August Floor Preparation ½ day workshop Hobart
25/26 August Assessing Timber
Floor Performance Nth NSW
27 August Webinar – acoustic underlays
SEPTEMBER...
9 September ATFA Members Forum Hobart
14/15 September New Techniques Program Sydney
30 September Floor Preparation
½ day workshop Adelaide
OCTOBER...
1 October Webinar — Negotiate a better
deal: Dealmakers and Deal breakers
15 October ATFA Members Forum Perth
29 October Floor Preparation
½ day workshop Melbourne
NOVEMBER...

Casual rate of pay = time x 1.25, or T1.25

5 November Webinar – Digital and social media

Overtime rate of pay for the first two hours
each day = T1.25 x 1.5 = T1.875

6 November ATFA WA Golf Day Perth

Overtime rate of pay thereafter each
day = T1.25 x 2 = T2.5

18 November ATFA Members Forum Brisbane

The Building and Construction General On-site Award 2010
specifies that casuals who work overtime or on the weekend are
entitled to overtime rates plus their casual loading. Therefore,
a casual employee working overtime would be entitled to:
Overtime rate of pay for the first two
hours each day = T1.75

10/11 November Assessing Timber
Floor Performance Melbourne
26 November Floor Preparation
½ day workshop Sydney

Timber Floors on the web

Overtime rate of pay thereafter each day = T2.25
It is important that employers familiarise themselves
with the terms of the relevant award. The Fair Work
Ombudsman has an online PayCheck calculator that
gives information about rates of pay, and also about
penalty rates of pay. You can find this information at
http://paycheck.fwo.gov.au/PayCheckPlus.aspx.
This information is general in nature. It applies to Australian
businesses in the private sector, other than sole traders and partnerships
operating inWestern Australia.You should seek specific advice about
your situation if you are uncertain about your rights and obligations.
Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium
sized businesses in the timber and furnishing
industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au

1. beyondblue

2. Inca Business Services

www.beyondblue.org.au

www.incabusiness.com

beyondblue is working

Inca Business Services

to reduce the impact of

provides a unique and

anxiety, depression and

comprehensive Workplace

suicide in the community

Health & Safety Management

by raising awareness

System that will efficiently &

and understanding,

effectively manage safety in

empowering people

your workplace. Our products

to seek help, and

and services are aimed to

supporting recovery,

help our clients minimise

management and

risk, gain and maintain

resilience.

internationally recognised
accreditation and sustain
healthy business operations.
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Enviropro
water-based finishes.
A beautiful result
for the environment.

AN
AMAZING
STEP IN
FLOORING

High Wear Resistance

Non Yellowing

Low Odour

*

Low VOC

*

Intergrain Enviropro, water-based timber floor finishes
that don’t compromise on performance.
*

More
silence

More
warmth

For more information visit us at intergrain.com.au/trade.

More
body
wellness

More
walking
comfort

More
impact
resistance

THE FIRST
LOW THICKNESS
FLOATING PRODUCT
Hydrocork is the first low thickness floating floor with all the Corktech benefits. The
agglomerate cork core is resistant to water and provides superior comfort, sound
reduction and an optimal temperature with significant energy cost savings. With
only 6mm thickness it is very easy to install on top of almost any floor. More than just
a beautiful floor, it is the perfect solution to turn the floor into a highly comfortable
element for the home.

w w w. w i c a n d e r s . c o m

Hydrocork_Australia_INT_April_2015_INT.indd 1

22/04/2015 11:16 pm

WOCA

DIAMOND OIL
Six new colours

t’s
Tha e’re
w
why
.

№1

WoodCare Denmark has launched six new contemporary colours
into our WOCA Diamond Oil range. The Diamond Oils are a completely
new generation of professional oil treatments systems, for finishing floors and are
unique in the market, with consumption of up to 25 sq meters per litre. All applied
in one simple coat. The Diamond Oils are suitable for commercial high wear applica
tions with the maximum water and stain resistance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for all types of wood floors
Onecoatsystem
Direct contact to the wood
Waterproof
Extreme hardwearing surface
Fast drying
High spread coverage

Carbon
Black

Concrete
Grey

Sand
Grey

Smoke
Brown

Chocolate Caramel
Brown
Brown

Manufacturer: WoodCare Denmark A/S · Tel.: +45 99 58 56 00 · info@ttwoodcare.dk · www.wocadenmark.com
Australia Office: WOCA Denmark Australia · +61 (0)431 156 079 · kurt@wocawoodcare.com.au · www.wocadenmark.com.dk/au
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System for the Installation of Timber
Flooring on Existing Substrates
sealant

ULTRACOAT™ Finishing
Sealers and Treatments

Ultrabond P990 1K

adhesive

or

Eco S955 1K
moisture vapour barrier

Planiseal EMB
existing substrate

moisture vapour barrier:
Apply Planiseal EMB
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% epoxy moisture barrier for concrete substrates
ultimate in moisture transmission reduction
one coat application system
3 coverage rates available for varying moisture vapour emission conditions
internal use only
approved Mapei adhesives can be applied directly over Planiseal EMB**

adhesive:
Ultrabond Eco S955 1K
•
•
•
•
•

• suitable substrates: concrete, cementitious screeds,
ready to use silitated polymer-based adhesive
old timber, properly prepared ceramic & marble floors
isocyanate, solvent & water free
• suitable over heated screeds
excellent rib stability
low expansion and viscosity
used for all sizes and formats of prefinished, laminated,
lamparaquet, parquet timber flooring planks

or
Ultrabond P990 1K**
•
•
•
•

ready to use, polyurethane, moisture curing adhesive • used for all sizes and formats of wooden flooring
solvent free, no unpleasant odour
including, pre-finished parquetry, laminates,
excellent rib stability
solid wood and planks
low expansion and viscosity
• suitable substrates: concrete, cementitious screeds,
old timber, properly prepared ceramic & marble floors
** If floor requires rectification/levelling or a moisture curing adhesive is used, apply Eco Prim T
(bonding agent) over MVB followed by Ultraplan self-levelling compound prior to adhesive use.

Please refer to relevant product data sheets for
further information - available from www.mapei.com.au
Freecall: 1800 652 666 Email: sales@mapei.com.au

www.urethanecoatings.com.au

Organic Oil Coatings

Available in Gloss,
Semi Gloss, Satin & Matt

•
•
•
•

Solvent Based Coatings
• Monothane

Modified Oil Gloss
Tungseal
Modified Oil Satin
Modified Oil Matt

These systems have moderate
VOC’s & are an ideal choice for
coating new timber floors.

Moisture Cure Single Pack Polyurethane
Available in High Gloss, Semi Gloss, Satin &
Matt

• Duothane

Two Pack Polyurethane
Available in Gloss
Regular or Fast Drying.
Urethane Coatings

Coating speicalists since
1979.
Proudly Australian Made

Polishes
• Purashine
Available in:
Gloss & Satin

Water Borne Coatings
•
•

Puraseal - A fast drying sealer
Purathane - Single & 2 Pack

Available in Gloss, Satin & Matt
These systems emit low VOC’s but still retain
the hardwearing benefits of solvent based
polyurethane.

For quality,hard wearing & durable coatings use Urethane Coatings

www.urethanecoatings.com.au
Mark Webb - 0412 818 817
mark@urethanecoatings.com.au

George Zavras - 0411 407 012
george@urethanecoatings.com.au

